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( 
Boston University College of Fine Arts 
School of Music 
presents 
Boston University Percussion Ensemble 
::>amuel Z. Solomon, director 
Friday 
March 26, 2010 
7:30pm 
ncert Hall 
Founded in 1873, the School of Music combines the intimacy and intensity of 
conservatory training with a broadly based, traditional liberal arts education at the 
undergraduate level and intense coursework at the graduate level. The school offers de-
grees in performance, composition and theory, musicology, music education, collaboraJ;ive 
piano, historical performance, as well as a certificate program in its Opera Institute, ( 
artist and performance diplomas. 
In 1954, the College of Fine Arts was created to bring together the School of Music, along 
with two new entities: the School of Theatre and the School of Visual Arts. The 
University's vision was to create a community of artists in a conservatory-style school 
offering professional training in the arts to both undergraduate and graduate students, 
complemented by a liberal arts curriculum for undergraduate students. Since those early 
days, education at the College of Fine Arts has begun on the BU campus and extended 
into the city of Boston, a rich center of cultural, artistic and intellectual activity.· 
Boston University, founded in 1839, is an internationally recognized institution of higher 
education and research. With more than 30,000 students, it is the fourth largest 
independent university in the United States. BU contains 17 colleges and schools, along 
with a number of multi-disciplinary centers and institutes that are central to the school's 
research and teaching mission. 
NOT MUSIC 
Boston University College of Fine Arts 
School of Music 
The 187th concert in the 2009-10 season 
March 26, 2010 
7:30PM 
Concert Hall 
Gitta Steiner 
(1932-1990) 
Steve Reich 
(b. 1936) 
Earle Brown 
(1926-2002) 
Giacinta Scelsi 
(1905-1982) 
John Cage 
Frederick Rzewski 
(b. 1938) 
Quartet for Percussion 
Christopher Whyte 
Joseph Becker 
Philip Trembley 
Shawn Radon 
But what about the noise of crumpling paper ... 
Pendulum Music 
December 1952 
Jenica Anderson 
Christopher Whyte 
Miles Salemi 
Maknongan 
Luke Short 
Matthew McDonald 
Radio Music 
Luke Short 
Nicholas White 
Jenica Anderson 
Robert O'Brien 
Colin Fleming 
Les Moutons des Panurge 
Full ensemble, plus audience 
Program Notes 
NOT MUSIC 
For many, music is sacred. The word represents an art form built upon slowly 
evolving traditions and performed on instruments created specifically for the 
purpose. There is music derived from folk traditions, and there)s music culled 
from the imaginations of geniuses. All of these, from Brahms to The Beatles, 
Gamelan to Spirituals, elicit a nearly universal understanding that they are part 
of the same "thing." Be it nature or nurture, music is music. 
"Percussion music," however, "is revolution." So said John Cage in 1939 as he 
and many of his contemporaries participated in an overhaul of the definition of 
art and beauty. This was true not just of music, but also of painting, sculpture, 
dance, theater, film, poetry, and literature. In the revolution, not only did these 
arts change, but the boundaries that once held them apart were bent, blurred, 
and broken. 
Tonight's concert pays homage to music that at one time could have never bec. 
called such (and for many listeners, still would not be). These works abstract 
from the norm by becoming something new, by bringing in elements from out-
side art, or hy melding with elements of another art form. 
If not music, then these works by John Cage are philosophical contemplations, 
prayer, or meditation; Earle Brown's is sculpture or an architectural space; Gia-
cinto Scelsi's is noise, a meandering on single note; Steve Reich's is theater, sculp-
ture, and a mechanical process; Frederic Rzewski's is nonsense, a happening. 
Gitta Steiner's piece is music, plain and simple, but my grandmother wouldn't 
have thought so. 
So is it music? Would my grandmother's opinion be valid? Many listeners 
struggle to understand works like these as they try to reconcile what they hear 
with their definition of what Music should be. My advice: if you do not feel 
comfortable calling this "music", then call it something else. The definition is 
arbitrary-the point is to enjoy yourself. 
Gitta Steiner, Quartet for Percussion (1968) 
In Gitta Steiner's Quartet for Percussion, free jazz meets 1960's ayant-garde. 
'I_hroughout, flurries of notes spin around the ensemble, employing a melange of 
timbres. Pitched xylophone, vibraphone, and glockenspiel notes, resonant cym-
bals and gongs, and puncturing wood and drum sounds are swirled together · 
r~ythmically abstract gestures-some fluid, others explosive and jagged. Ti -
ru are featured as a sort of grandfather figure, expressively soloing, storytelling. 
Th~ drumset accompanies most scenes, floating and stinging, and towards the 
middle of the work opens into a spastic solo under gusts of keyboard percussion. 
Steiner's Quartet gradually thins to its end and is punctuated by a final burst of 
resonant metal splashes. 
John Cage, But what about the noise of crumpling paper which he used to do in 
order to paint the series of "Papiers froisses" or tearing up paper to make "Pa-
piers dechires?" Arp was stimulated by water (sea, lake, and fl.owing waters like 
rivers), forests (1985) 
This work was written "In celebration of the work of Jean Arp on the occasion of 
the centenary of his birth." The title comes from a letter written by Greta Stroh, 
manager of the Arp Foundation. This letter is part of the correspondence between 
Ms. Stroh and John Cage, concerning this project. · 
There are 10 parts of which between 3 to 10 may be used in a performance. Each 
player performs upon two slightly resonant instruments of different materials 
pla ed in unison and interspersed with the sounds of pouring and bubbling 
w · · and tearing and crumpling paper. Each performer proceeds through his or 
her art at an individually chosen tempo; the piece proceeds until all performers 
are finished with their music. Performers may be stationed around the audience, 
among them, or on stage. 
Steve Reich, Pendulum Music (1968) 
I was spending the summer in New Mexico, living and working out there in '68. 
I went up to Boulder to collaborate with a friend of mine, William Wylie, who's a 
painter. We were trying to put together a 'happening' with sculpture and black 
light. While we were working on that, Bruce Nauman, who was a student of 
Wylie, stopped by. The three of us were in this room, and I had one of these Wol-
lensack tape recorders-they're these funky 1950's model.s with a cheap electric 
microphone. It was an old machine by then. I was holding the microphone, 
which was plugged into the back of the machine so it could record. The speaker 
was turned up. Being out West,- I let it swing back and forth like a lasso. As it 
passed by the speaker of the machine, it went 'whoop!' and then it went away. 
We were all laughing at this and the idea popped into my mind that if you had 
two or three of these machines, you would have this audible sculpture phase 
piece. 
When it was done as a concert piece at the Whitney Museum in 1969, during an 
event of my music, it was 'performed' by Bruce Neuman, Michael Snow, Richard 
Sierra, James Tenney and myself. They pulled back their measured microphones, 
I C'' ted off 4-4 and on the downbeat, they all let it go and sat down, including 
mi. e microphones begin to 'whoop!' as they pass in front of the speaker be-
cause they had been preset to be loud enough to give feedback when it's in front 
of the speaker but not when it swings to the left and the right. Over a period of 
ten minutes, which was a little too long for my taste, and as the pendulums come 
to rest, you entered a pulsing drone. Once it hit the drone, I pulled the plug on 
the machine and the whole thing ended. 
It's the ultimate process piece. It's me making my peace with Cage. It's audible 
sculpture. If it's done right, it's kind of funny. Conceptually, it fits hand-in-glove 
with my other work. It's a phase piece, a process piece. It's the .Jdea of a piece 
that runs on its own once you set it up and load it and you can walk away. 
-Steve Reich in an interview, April 2000 
Earle Brown, December 1952 
December 1952 is Brown's most famous and notorious score. It is part of a larger 
set of unusually notated music called FOLIO, and is seen as a landmark piece 
in the history of graphic notation of music. December 1952 consists purely of 
horizontal and vertical lines varying in width, spread out over the page. The 
role of the performer is to interpret the score visually and translate the graphie ·1 
information to music. In Brown's notes on the work he even suggests that one 
consider this two-dimensional image as a three-dimensional space and imagine 
moving through it. The work is often compared to a mobile like those by artist 
Alexander Calder, the sonic events floating around the heads of the performers 
while they navigate through the score. 
Giacinto Scelsi, Maknongan (1976) 
Except for a revision of an older work in 1988 to commemorate the death of his 
great friend Hemi Michaux, Scelsi basically stopped composing in 1976. Ma-
knongan, of 1976, is therefore one of his last works, if not his very last, entirely 
original piece. Its title, although it has a somewhat Celtic feel, is probably a mere 
fancy of Scelsi's. On an immediate level, the music is as simple as possible, being 
aimed only at bringing listeners into a much-sharpened awareness of the over-
tone richness of bass sound. 
A glance at his catalog shows that Maknongan is the third in a series of works in-
vestigating the darker registers. Only four minutes long, Maknongan is also pos-
sibly the most focused and abstract work Scelsi ever composed. It's not scored for 
any specific instrument, so long as the instrument used can express the deepest 
bass range of its own instrumental family. Tuba, contrabassoon, string bass, bass 
saxophone, contrabass saxophone, bass flute, bass voice; any of these is suitable. 
The part is very easy to play, what Scelsi asks is the inverted virtuosity of su- • 
preme tonal control. The piece rumbles to life in the depths of the instrumen 
~ange, on a G sharp, which forms the absolute, paradoxically receding/expand-
mg center of our focus. From there, it branches out cautiously and fleetingly into 
nearby notes. The effect, after each toe-deep excursion into the pond of another 
tone, is to make the principal note perceptually clearer and clearer. It seems to 
simultaneously expand and slowly implode in the mind's ear. There's a con-
stantly shifting dynamic (the score shows hairpins under literally every note) and 
many quarter-tone inflections. A solemnly chewing, controlled vibrato sneaks in 
as well. These timbral embellishments displace and situate the central note at the 
same time, drawing a huge field of energy around it. Occasional leaps upwards 
of an octave fill out the outer overtonal regions like yellow flares cast upwards 
into darkness. By the end, when the G sharp has unnoticeably shifted down-
wards to a G, a strange and luminous sonic envelope has ballooned around the 
instrumental sound. 
- Donato Mancini, All Music Guide 
John Cage, Radio Music (1956) 
R' Music is a work for radios composed using chance operations. The up to 8 
pa:1 are notated using ordered lists of station frequencies. The resultant work 
is the sum of whatever happens to be playing on the indicated radio frequencies: 
talk, music, static, and combinations there of. 
Frederic Rzewski, Les Moutons des Panurge (1969) 
Suddenly, I do not know how, it happened. I did not have time to think. Panurge, without 
another word, threw his sheep, cn;ing and bleating, into the sea. All the other sheep, cry-
ing and bleating in the same intonation, started to throw themselves in the sea after it, all 
in a line. The herd was such that once one jumped, so jumped its companions. It was not 
possible to stop them, as you know, with sheep, it's natural to always follow the first one, 
wherever it may go. 
-Rabelais: Le Quart Livre (Gargantua and Pantagruel), chapter VIII. 
Rzewski's Les moutons des Panurge ("The Sheep of Panurge") is based on the 
fourth book of Gargantua and Pantagruel series by the French Renaissance au-
thor Francois Rabelais. In the eighth chapter, Panurge is traveling by ship with 
Pantagruel when their boat meets with a merchant ship carrying sheep. When 
the merchants make fun of Panurge, he buys one of their sheep and then pro-
ceeds to throw it into the ocean-and all of the other sheep follow it. To this day, 
the phrase "sheep of Panurge" implies a person who blindly follows the lead of 
another. 
W. n "for any number of musicians playing melody instruments, plus any 
number of nonmusicians playing anything," Rzewski's Les moutons des Panurge 
contains a 65-note melody in F played in a cumulative sequence (1, 1-2, 1-2-3, and 
---
so on) by the entire ensemble in unison; once the entire melody is played, the 
sequence is reversed with the melody continued, but with notes from the begin-
ning shed with each repetition (2-3- ... 65, 3-4- ... 65, and so on), until only one note 
remains. That final note is held until all the players have reached it, at which 
point all begin improvising. Rzewski's instructions are: "Always play loud, never 
stop or falter, stay together as long as you can, but if you get lost, stay lost. Do 
not try to find your way back into the fold. Continue to follow .. the rules strictly." 
That instruction proves not only artistic, but also quite pragmatic since, as Robert 
Everett-Green of Globe and Mail observes: "Les moutons de Panurge turns .. .into 
a study of human error. Incremental group repetitions of this theme . . . fall out 
of synch, and then everyone is free to follow the tune, and each other, wherever 
that takes them." Eric Eriksson of the Northeast Wisconsin Music Review agrees: 
"The complexity assures that someone will get lost and, when that happens, the 
others follow-:- like Panurge's sheep. Ingenious-and wickedly charming." As 
if the borderline chaos of the (un)intentional melodic canon were not enough, 
Rzewski also adds a part for "nonmusicians," encouraging them to make any 
loud sounds, following the dictum: "The left hand doesn't know what the right is 
doing." . ~) 
-Steven Dennis Bodner 
Biographies 
Gitta Steiner (1932-1990) was an American composer. She attended the Juilliard 
School of Music and Tanglewood, and was best known for her works for percus-
sion instruments. She lived in Douglaston, Queens, New York. 
John Cage was born on September 5, 1912 in Los Angeles, California and died 
in New York City on August 12, 1992. He studied liberal arts at Pomona College. 
Among his composition teachers were Henry Cowell and Arnold Schoenberg. 
Cage was elected to the American National Academy and Institute of Arts and 
Letters and received innumerable awards and honors both in the United States 
and in Europe. He was commissioned by a great many of the most important 
performing organizations throughout the world, and maintained a very active 
schedule. It would be extremely difficult to calculate, let alone critically evaluate, 
the stimulating effect and ramifications that Cage's work has had on 20th century 
·music and art, for it is clear that the musical developments of our time cannot be 
understood without taking into account his music and ideas. His invention of 
~he prepared piano and his work with percussion instruments led him to imag-
ine and explore many unique and fascinating ways of structuring the temporal 
dimension of music. He is universally recognized as the initiator and leadir ' 
figure in the field of indeterminate composition by means of chance operatio 
Arnold Schoenberg said of Cage that he was an "inventor-of genius". 
--
\ 
I 
Earle Brown, a major force in contemporary music and a leading composer of the 
American avant-garde since the 1950s, died on July 2, 2002 at his home in Rye, New 
York. He was associated with the experimental composers John Cage, Morton Feld-
man, and Christian Wolff who, with Brown, came to be known as the New York 
School. 
Earle Brown was born in 1926 in Lunenburg, Massachusetts and, in spirit, remained 
a New Englander throughout his life. Like other artists from that region - Ives, Rug-
gles, Dickinson - he spoke with his own voice and found his own path. To America, 
these artists were iconoclasts, but to Europe they embodied America - and Brown 
was no exception: his music has been most frequently performed, studied, lauded, 
and revered by Europeans. Brown's interest in a broad range of aesthetic expres-
sions, ranging from thewritings of James Joyce and the poetry of Gertrude Stein, 
Kenneth Patchen, and others to the work of the Abstract Expressionist painters -
and particularly Jackson Pollock and Alexander Calder - informed his own work. 
He said, as recently as in 2000, that "the earliest and still predominant influences on 
my conceptual attitude toward art were the works of Alexander Calder and Jackson 
Pc- ... the integral but unpredictable 'floating' variations of a mobile, and the con-
te"·- 'rightness' of the results of Pollock's directness and spontaneity in relation to 
the materials and his particular image of the work . .. as a total space (of time)." 
Earle Brown's influence on the avant-garde community has been philosophical as 
well as tangible and practical. His conducting techniques and experiments with 
"time notation," improvisation, and open-form compositional structure have be-
come part of contemporary compositional usage. Among Brown's most frequently 
performed and reinterpreted works is DECEMBER 1952, the score of which is a 
stark, abstract series of floating rectangles - a musical equivalent to a Calder mobile. 
His early influential orchestral scores include Available Forms 1 and Available 
Forms 2, and his musical friendships were legendary, from Bruno Maderna who 
conducted first performances of many of Brown's works to jazz musicians such as 
Zoot Sims and Gerry Mullligan. 
Steve Reich has been called " ... the most original musical thinker of our time" (The 
New Yorker) and " ... among the great composers of the century" (The New York 
Times). His instantly recognizable musical language combines rigorous structures 
with propulsive rhythms and seductive instrumental color. Many choreographers 
have used his scores, including Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker, Jiri Kylian and Jerome 
Robbins. Exclusive recording contract with Nonesuch, on which label Different 
Trains earned him one Grammy for Best Contemporary Composition and Music for 
18 Musicians a second. His "documentary video opera" works The Cave and Three 
Tales (in collaboration with video artist Beryl Korot) have expanded the boundaries 
of the operatic medium. 
A : ignored eccentric and outsider of the new music world (who never wanted 
his photograph to appear in connection with his music), the Italian composer and 
poet Giacinta Scelsi (strictly speaking Count Giacinta Scelsi di Ayala Valva, 1905-
88) gained considerable recognition in the mid-1980s, just as his creative powers 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
STRINGS 
Steven Ansell viola.,. 
Edwin Barker double bass"' 
Cathy Basrak viola 
Bonnie Black pedagogy • 
Lynn Chang violin 
Jules Eskin cello 
Edward Gazouleas viola 
Raphael Hillyer viola 
Marc Johnson cello 
Bayla Keyes violin"' 
Michelle Lacourse viola • 
Benjamin Levy double bass 
Lucia Lin violi11 * 
Malcolm Lowe violin 
Dana Mazurkevich violin 
Yuri Mazurkevkh violin"" 
Ikuko Mizuno violin 
John Muratore guitar 
George Neikrug cello++ 
James Orleans double bass 
Leslie Pamas cello 
Ann Hobson Pilot llarp 
Barbara Poeschl-Edrich 
fr · 
N Reynolds cello • 
RI , Rider cello 
Todd Seeber double bass 
Roman Totenberg 
violin++ 
Lawrence Wolfe double bass 
Michael Zaretsky viola 
Peter Zazofsky violin "" 
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Mike Roylance tuba 
Matthew Ruggiero 
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Eric Ruske horn "" 
Robert Sheena 
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Ethan Sloane clarinet* 
Jason Snider lzom 
Samuel Solomon 
perc11ssi011 
James Sommerville horn 
Linda Toote flute 
Lee Vinson perrnssion 
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Anthony di Bonaventura* 
Maria Clodes-Jaguaribe • 
Linda Jiorle-Nagy 
Boaz Sharon "" 
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Shiela Kibbe• 
Robert Merfeld 
ORGAN 
Nancy Granert 
Peter Sykes • 
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Michelle Alexander 
Sarah Arneson "" 
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began to slacken. Hence he is often called the Charles Ives of Italy. While it took 
music publishers nearly 50 years to take on and promulgate his works, three col-
lections of his poetry were published in French in Paris in 1949, 1954 and 1962. 
Scelsi was mainly a self-taught composer, but received some instruction from 
Giacinta Sallustio in Rome and Egon Koehler in Geneva who acquainted him 
with Scriabin's work. He also studied with Walter Klein, a music theorist and 
friend of the Schoenberg circle who introduced him in 1936 to the music and 
theory of the "Second Viennese School." Shortly thereafter Scelsi, made extended 
visits to Asia and became interested in Eastern philosophy, theosophy, yoga, and 
Buddhism, all of which affected his compositional approach as did his musical 
studies in Geneva and Vienna. Eventually settling in Rome, Scelsi once remarked: 
"Rome is the boundary between East and West. South of Rome, the East starts, 
north of Rome, the West starts. The borderline runs exactly through the Roman 
Forum. There is my house: This explains my life and my music." Thus it is not 
surprising that Scelsi's artistic ideas and compositional procedures, thwarted 
Western concepts of composition, improvisation, interpretation, and perfor-
mance. He did not consider himself a composer, but rather a medium or ves 
who transcendentally received musical messages while meditating and impn.J s-
ing at the piano or on the guitar and percussion instruments. Such "intuitive" or 
"real time" compositions were taped and transcribed and edited by others since 
the 1940s. (After Scelsi's death, some of his assistants, whom Scelsi had merely 
viewed as interpreters of his sonic messages, publicly and provocatively claimed 
to be his ghostwriters.) 
The resulting scores, however, did not allow for flexibility or improvisation. 
Like Scelsi and his assistants, the performer assumes the role of a medium, who 
merely conveys the sounds to the audience. For Scelsi sound was cosmic en-
ergy and three-dimensional: "The sound is round like a sphere, yet when one 
hears it, it seems to have only two dimensions: register and duration-of the third 
[dimension] we know that it exists, but it escapes us in some way. The high and 
low overtones sometimes give the impression of a more comprehensive, mani-
fold sound beyond duration and register, but it is difficult to comprehend its 
complexity." Searching for the "third dimension" or "depth" of sound, Scelsi 
attempted to expand the tonal realm and focused more and more on one or two 
single pitches. These were treated like focal points and were reiterated or embroi-
dered while subjected to very subtle modifications in intensity, timbre, dynamics 
and pitch. This approach, however, led Scelsi to embrace microtonality and write 
music primarily for winds, strings and voice from the mid-1950s on. Such works 
as Tre pezzi (1956) for trombone, Quattro pezzi su una nota sola (1959) for chamber 
orchestra or his last three String Quartets (1963-85) are based on single notes and 
their iridescent microtonal nuances. 
-Mode Rer ds ( 
Born April 13, 1938 in Westfield, MA, Frederic Rzewski is described by Nicolas 
Slonimsky as "a granitically overpowering piano technician, capable of deposit-
ing huge boulders of sonoristic material across the keyboard without actually 
-wrecking the instrument." In 1966, Rzewski founded, with Alvin Curran and 
Richard Teitelbaum, the ensemble Musica Elettronica Viva (MEV) that combined 
free improvisation with written music and electronics. These experimentations 
directly led to the creation of many of Rzewski's most important compositions -
pieces su~h as L~s moutons de Panurge, Attica, Winnsboro Cotton Blues, and The 
People United Will Never Be Defeated-that were inspired by secular and socio-
historical themes and that reveal a deep political conscience. In fact, Rzewski 
emphasized the concept of collective improvisation, leading both to a penchant 
for socialist-political compositions and a style that often combined notated and 
improvised passages. 
-Stephan Bodner 
Director Samuel z. Solomon currently teaches percussion at The Boston Conser-
vatory, Boston University, The Boston University Tanglewood Institute, and is the 
President of the Massachusetts Chapter of the Percussive Arts Society. His book, 
How to Write for PERCUSSION, has received critical acclaim from composers, 
performers, and conductors worldwide. He has also recently published three 
new books on percussion playing. Solomon is founding member of the Yesa-
roun' Duo and the Line C3 percussion group, percussionist-in-residence at Har-
vard niversity, and principal timpanist of the Amici New York chamber orches-
tra. can be heard as soloist and chamber musician on GM, Albany, Bedroom 
Community, and Tzadik labels, as well as performing the music of Bjork on her 
soundtrack to Matthew Barney's film "Drawing Restraint 9". Please visit www. 
szsolomon.com for more. 
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